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Abstract
The civil engineering branch is strongly related to the development of the countries and there is still a lot of information
available in the buildings constructed. However, these data are dispersed without proper treatment. On the other hand,
if these real estate data are reorganized to discover behavior parameters, these properties’ values can be predicted
and still work as data and causal relationships between explanatory variables. The purpose of the research is to use
construction inspection strategies associated with artificial intelligence to predict the market value of a residential
apartment. In this academic experiment, only 6 samples of residential apartments are used. Those samples are located
in the Lithuania Republic square at Vila Zelina neighborhood, in São Paulo, Brazil, a source in February 2021. The
method uses the results of the inspection of civil engineering and converts them into linguistic terms. The result
considers the imprecision, uncertainty, and subjectivity of human expression combined with artificial intelligence
and civil engineering. To test the feasibility of the process, a comparison is made between the market values of the
samples and the values predicted by the Fuzzy logic. Thus, the good results derived a Main Percentage Absolute Error
(MAPE) of 5%, the mean absolute error (MAE), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and determination coefficient (R2)
of 0.99.
Key words: appraisal, algorithmic, civil engineering, inspections, fuzzy logic, baltic countries.

Introduction
In the Baltic area, the real estate market and
civil construction are closely related to each other
(Apanaviciene, Urbonas, & Fokaides, 2020), towards
progress and development (Mishra & Kauškale,
2017). The liberty has been consolidated, as well as the
possibility for different choices has become a reality
among citizens of the Baltic countries (Gräzin, 2020),
added to the process of access to housing that also
undergoes changes after the Soviet era (Vihalemm,
Juzefovičs, & Leppik, 2020). In Latvia, there is an
academic proposal dealing with improvements in
the process of evaluating residential properties with
the use of heuristics, artificial intelligence combined
with building inspection, and civil engineering
techniques (Surgelas, Pukite, & Arhipova, 2020).
By the way, it is relevant in the Baltic since in these
countries there is a strong inheritance from a hard
time, where individuals for many years had little
or no possibility of the choices (Anušauskas et al.,
2007). This is because Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania
suffered something similar, the consequences of the
Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, and the World War II
reach of the Baltic countries (Bumblauskas et al.,
2013; Cadzow, 2020). At the end of the war, Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia came under the Soviet side
of the iron curtain (Baltijos Kelias, 2020; The Baltic
Way, 1989–2014). Nonetheless, the heuristic property
experimental valuation method was applied in 2019 in
Riga city, in 2020 in Jelgava city, both cities located in
Latvia. In 2021, the methodology simulation process
takes place in Niterói city, Rio de Janeiro and in São
Paulo city, in Brazil. In 1982, the Freedom Monument
was built in the same square as shows Figure 1. It is
a cultural heritage, the commemorative monument

for the 50th anniversary of Lithuanian immigration,
and a replica of the Freedom Monument in Kaunas,
Lithuania. By the way, Lithuania Republic square was
chosen in this article because it is a symbolic civic and
cultural landmark between Lithuanian, Latvian, and
Estonian immigrants. In 2016, the Lithuania Republic
square received a proposal to become a civic square
Figure 2. Furthermore, that square is a landmark for
the sociability of these immigrants and descendants
of Lithuanians, Latvians, and Estonians. By the way,
heuristics are ideal for solving poorly structured
problems (Meech & Veiga, 1998). In essence, the
use of the type of linguistic description employed by
human beings, and not quantified variables, allows
the treatment of systems that are too complex to be
analyzed using conventional mathematical terms. In
this context, they also provide acceptable solutions to
complex problems. And it is much better if supported
by artificial learning algorithms (De Jong, 1988;
Agrawal, Rakesh, & Ramakrishnan, 1994). These
heuristics can be solved using Fuzzy logic: that method
was introduced by Lotfi A. Zadeh. Besides, from the
point of view of logic to fuzzy, the main function of
linguistic variables is to provide a systematic way for
an approximate characterization of complex or illdefined phenomena. This cognitive heuristic manner
influences the decision, which starts to be taken from
a balance between reasons for and against the various
alternatives (Kirsh, 2009). Because, in the particular
case of the real estate market, it has some differentiating
characteristics, such as strong influences of the
location and heterogeneity of the assets (Cheng, Lin,
& Liu, 2020). These characteristics, once transformed
into association rules, can reveal patterns of
consumption or sales behavior (Suchacka & Chodak,
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2017). The process of generating association rules is
based on “support” and “confidence”. Thus, Weka
Software will generate association rules that will
present a pattern of behavior, by “apriori” algorithm.
Apriori is an algorithm for mining frequent items
and learning association rules in relational databases.
The algorithm identifies frequent individual items.
These sets of frequent items determined by Apriori
are used to determine association rules that highlight
general trends in the database. Thus, the set of items
is considered “frequent” if it meets the support
limit specified by the user (Motta, 2010). In this
context, the “support” of item “I” is the number
of transactions containing “I” divided by the total
number of transactions. This “confidence” measures
how often items in “Y” appear in transactions that
contain “X”. The “confidence” is calculated as the
number of transactions containing “X” and “Y”
divided by the number of transactions containing “X”.
Thus, a “strong rule” can be defined as a description
of regularity, with high confidence for numerous
examples, a “weak rule” represents a regularity with
high confidence, for some examples (Rathjens, 1996).
Not only, that is, not all rules discovered from a set
of transactions are interesting or useful. To assess
the degree of interest (IR) of a rule we will have to
observe (conf.), (lift), (lev.),(conv.), where: (conf.) is
expected confidence. Lift: is the ratio, in percentage
terms, between confidence and expected confidence.
Likewise,the higher the Lift, the greater the relevance
of this rule. Leverage (lev.): indicates the difference
between actual and expected support for an association
rule. This measure varies between -0.25 and 0.25, the
higher this value, the more interesting the rule will be.
Conviction (conv.): it will be used to verify whether
the rule obtained using these two measures is relevant.
Similar to the confidence measure, conviction
represents the associative “power” between the
antecedent and the consequent of a rule. Thus, this
research is a part of a doctoral thesis in Latvia and
the purpose of this article is to use simple building
inspection strategies to predict the market price for
residential apartments. Moreover, abnormalities
taken from inspection (inside) were described with
the linguistic terms introduced and Index anomalies.
Very light (excellent) 5.00 > IA ≥ 4.50; Light (good)
4.50 > IA ≥ 3.50; Medium (medium) 3.50 > IA ≥ 2.50;
Serious (bad) 2.50 > IA ≥ 1.50; Very serious (terrible)
1.50 > IA ≥ 1.00 (Pedro, Paiva, & Vilhena, 2008). For
this, 6 samples of residential apartments are used in
the São Paulo city, Brazil in February 2021. Thus, the
process of appraisal is followed by the Fuzzy method
(Zadeh, 1965) combined with the incorporation of the
association rules originated from Weka’s “apriori”
algorithm (Frank, Hall, & Witten, 2017). By the way,
the Apriori application is an implementation of Borgelt
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(2003), of the traditional Association Rules algorithm,
of the same name developed by Agrawal et al. (1993).
Further up, in Mandani defuzzification process, the
interpretation of the ambiguous set of output inferred
carried out, to obtain a numerical value (Srishti &
Seba, 2020). Thus, the InFuzzy software (Posselt,
Frozza, & Molz, 2015) was chosen to discover the
prices of the residential flats. Furthermore, Iserhard et
al. (2019) suggested the development of quality for
performance analysis of a construction company using
fuzzy logic. To check the reliability of the method, the
comparison between the market values of the samples
and the values predicted by the fuzzy logic is used.
For this, the Main Percentage Absolute Error – MAPE
was calculated.
Materials and Methods
This research was conducted using as samples
6 residential apartments in São Paulo city during
February 2021. The samples contained one until
3 rooms. Then, for a better understanding of the
methodology, it was divided into 5 phases described
as follow. Phase 1 – Investigation for the data source
accessible on the World Wide Web. Residential
apartment offers are available on real estate sites
in the region under study. After the preselection of
samples, the inspection of these samples took place.
During the visit to the surveyed properties, the
standard engineering inspection form was applied
(Fig.3). That form was filled in according to the visual
observations available at the time of the technical visit.
The variables chosen are a function of the proximity
of the Lithuania Republic square and marketplace
surrounding of that place, the number of rooms, and
the state of condition of the building and apartment.
Thus, the variables independents are the following:
1) apartment area (Area), 2) conservation state in
the apartment (Consv_ap), 3) building conservation
(Consv_build), 4) view to Lithuania Republic square
(View), and 5) the number of rooms (rooms). The
output Y is the “Price” of the apartment (Euro m-2).
Phase 2 – The data were organized by the author
to aggregate the attributes of each apartment. The
author created the attribute-Relation File Format
(ARFF) file on the Notepad++ with the content of
the price/square meter ratio. The ARFF is an ASCII
text file that describes a list of instances that share
a set of attributes. A file ASCII is an essentially raw
text, just like the words you are reading now. Phase
3 – The rule system was developed on the basis of
the combinations of inputs (total of 5), which were
assigned a weight of 1 to establish relevant equality
for each rule and reach associations able to optimize
the parameters (Abreu et al., 2015). The application of
the ARFF file is launched in the Weka software (Frank,
Hall, & Witten, 2017). Thus, the entire process of
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Figure 1. The methodology used for forecasting the 9price of the residential apartment.
Source: author.

generating association rules is based on “support” and
“confidence”. In this direction, Weka Software will
generate association rules that will present a pattern
of behavior, by “apriori” algorithm. The support limit
was defined by this researcher as 0.25 (25%). That is,
the set of frequent items occur together in at least 25%
of all transactions in the database searched in Vila
Zelina, in São Paulo (Minimum support: 0.25). The
minimum confidence level defined by this researcher
was 95% (Minimum metric <confidence>: 0.95). The
number of association rules was initially defined by
the researcher in 1215 rules (numRules: 1215). Phase
4 – In this phase the InFuzzy software was used,
which is a tool for the development of diffuse system
applications. In this task, the author inserted the
association rules of interest chosen for this research,
as selected in Step 3. The Fuzzy sets were done
and follow described. For the linguistic variable: 1)
(Area) The linguistic terms adopted was a function of
the characteristics of the inspected apartments: low,
normal, big; The pertinence function chosen was the
Gaussian, for which the mean and standard deviation
of the sample samples are calculated. Before that, the
“Chauvenet” exclusion criterion is adopted. In the
base variable, the parameters adopted vary from 0 to
150 mere squares. This is due to the square footage
of the surveyed samples not exceeding 130 square
meters around Lithuania Republic square. 2) (consv_
ap) The linguistic terms adopted was a function of
the characteristics of the inspected apartments and
buildings: terrible, bad, medium, good, excellent. The
pertinence function chosen was the left ramp, triangle,
right ramp and trapezoidal. In the base variable,
the parameters adopted vary from 0 to 5. These
parameters are due to accordingly (Pedro, Paiva, &

Vilhena, 2008). 3) (consv_build) The linguistic terms
adopted was a function of the characteristics of the
visual inspected buildings: new, renewed, and old.
The pertinence discreet function was chosen. Thus in
the base variable, the parameters adopted vary from
1 to 3. The inspection was visual with an emphasis
on the appearance and external condition of the
buildings. 4) (view) The linguistic terms adopted
was no view, indirect, direct. The pertinence function
chosen was the left ramp, triangle and right ramp.
Thus in the base variable, the parameters adopted vary
from 1 to 3. This classification attributes the variable
“view” to the square as a relevant factor. 5) (rooms)
The linguistic terms adopted was small, normal, good.
The pertinence function chosen was the discreet. Thus
in the base variable, the parameters adopted vary from
1 to 3. This classification is a function of the typology
found during the inspections in the apartments
samples, that is, there are samples with 1, 2, and 3
rooms. Phase 5 – The intention of this phase was to
understand the precision of the experimental model.
It is about reporting the results of step 4 and checking
for compatibility. This compatibility and precision
of these results were accomplished by the following
metrics, the mean percentage absolute error (MAPE).
Figure 1 illustrates the methodology used to forecast
the price of the residential apartment.
Results and Discussion
Phase 1 – Selecting scattered data.
Of the six (6) apartments sampled, thirty seven
(37) construction items were analyzed visually,
involving various specialties within the field of
engineering science (Fig.3). Abnormalities observed
in the inspection (inside of apartments) were described
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Results of inspection on six residential apartments in São Paulo city. Source: author
Variables
Index:
consv_ap

Area
(m2)

Index:
consv_build

4.79
3.96
3.95
4.33
4.63
4.63

68
60
93
70
76
52

1
2
1
2
1
1

Table 1

The linguistic term used
in “consv_ap”

The linguistic term
used in
“consv_build”

Original price offered in
the real estate market
(Euro m-2)

excellent
good
good
good
excellent
excellent

new
old
new
renewed
new
new

815.73
1,040.06
1,292.31
1,045.56
2,231.25
1,037.10

Figure 2. New Civic Square Project.
Source: Architect and Urban Planner Flavia Maria Achão Surgelas, 2016.

linguistic terms. A score of visual problems was
created. Very light (excellent) 5.00 > IA ≥ 4.50; Light
(good) 4.50 > IA ≥ 3.50; Medium (medium) 3.50 > IA
≥ 2.50; Serious (bad) 2.50 > IA ≥ 1.50; Very serious
(terrible) 1.50 > IA ≥ 1.00 according to Pedro, Paiva
and Vilhena (2008).
Phase 2 - Preparing files to association rules.
This author created the ARFF file in Notepad ++
with the price / square meter ratio. Below there is the
display of the ARFF. This phase had the purpose of
preparing the rules for price assessment. Then, phase
3 starts with the rules construction. The rule system
was developed on the basis of the combinations of
inputs, which were assigned a weight of 1 to establish
relevant equality for each rule and reach associations
able to optimize the parameters.
Phase 3 – Generating association rules.
By Weka software, with minimum support: 0.25
and minimum confidence level set at 0.95. So 1,215
rules were generated by the data mining / learning
algorithm. In this situation the 67 best rules following
in the same confidence level were chosen with “price”

as a conclusion and the system used the InFuzzy rule
block. From this, the preselection of the association
rules was made and fed the Weka Software. Only then
rules can be introduced into the InFuzzy Software.
The rule system was developed on the basis of the
combinations of inputs, which were assigned a weight
of 1 to establish relevant equality for each rule and
reach associations able to optimized the parameters.
Phase 4 - Fuzzy Inference process.
The price of the property is assessed, using the
InFuzzy software for modelling the diffuse system.
Inference was used Mandani methodology. The
defuzzification methods were used in Mamdani
inference: center of gravity of the area (centroid),
method (Dernoncourt, 2013; Abreu et al., 2015). By
the analysis of the conventional statistical operation,
the parameters of the variable “area” was found after
verification by the exclusion criterion “Chauvenet”.
Chauvenet’s criterion brand the premise that the
values are in a dataset normally distributed. Hence,
five samples were used. For this, the calculation below
defines the maximum and minimum values, mean,

@relation price_per_square_meter
@attribute area_m2 {normal,big,low}
@attribute cons_ap {terrible,bad,medium,good,excellent}
@attribute cons_build {new,renewed,old}
@attribute view {no_view,indirect,direct}
@attribute rooms {small,normal,good}
@attribute price? {low,average,expensive}
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@data
normal,excellent,new,no_view,normal,low
normal,good,old,no_view,normal,average
big,good,new,indirect,good,average
normal,good,renewed,no_view,good,average
normal,excellent,new,no_view,normal,expensive
low,excellent,new,no_view,normal,average
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Figure 3. Conservation status form – example: sample 1.
Source: Adapted from (Pedro, Paiva, & Vilhena, 2008).

the standard deviation of the variable “area”. These
values were used to write the Gaussian function in the
InFuzzy software. Through the Mamdani inference
system, the indicators of Gaussian functions were
pointed out as better compared to those of triangular

functions, regardless of the defuzzification method
applied. Table 2 shows an example of the Fuzzy sets.
Thus, the computer simulation on In Fuzzy software
starts and Table 3 shows the output variable (price)
and the result becomes the center of gravity reference
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Table 2

Summary Fuzzy sets. Source: author
Variables

Range

Input

AREA

Output

[0, 150]

CONSV_AP

[0, 5]

CONSV_BUILD

[0, 3]

VIEW

[0, 3]

ROOMS

[0, 3]

PRICE

[0, 2200]

Classification

Parameters

low
normal
big
terrible
bad

0.00
69.83
80.23
1.5

medium
good
excellent
new
renewed
old
no view
indirect
direct
small
normal
good
low
average
expensive

2.5
3.5

0.8

800

Function

59.44
14.09
140.00
0.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
4.5
1
2
3
0.5
1.65
2.1
1
2
3
150
1350
1900

Left ramp
Gaussian
Right ramp
Left ramp
Triangle

3.5
4.5
5.0

Triangle
Trapezoidal
Right ramp
Discreet
Discreet
Discreet
Left ramp
triangle
Right ramp
Discreet
Discreet
Discreet
Left ramp
Triangle
Right ramp

1.2
2.5
3.0

900
2000
2200

Table 3
Simulation in InFuzzy. Analyses were performed using the statistical software Infuzzy. Source: author
area

consv_ap

consv_build

view

room

predicted price

68.00

4.79

1.00

1.65

2.00

1,383.33

60.00

3.96

2.00

0.50

2.00

1,383.33

93.00

3.95

1.00

1.65

3.00

1,383.33

70.00

4.33

2.00

0.50

3.00

1,383.33

76.00

4.63

1.00

0.50

3.00

1,383.33

52.00

4.63

1.00

0.50

2.00

1,396.94

Table 4

Simulation in metric error. Source: author
price (Y)

Y-Yt (Euro/m-2)

(Y-Yt)/Yt

(Y-Yt)2

abs(Y-Yt)

[(Y-Yt)/Yt]2

815,73

1383,33

-567,60

-0,70

322169,76

567,6

0,48

1040,06

1383,33

-343,27

-0,33

117834,29

343,27

0,11

1292,31

1383,33

-91,02

-0,07

8284,64

91,02

0,00

1045,56

1383,33

-337,77

-0,32

114088,57

337,77

0,10

2231,25

1383,30

847,95

0,38

719019,20

847,95

0,14

1037,10

1396,94

-359,84

-0,35

1243,67
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price forecast (Yt)

1385,59

129484,83

359,84

0,12

1410881,29

2547,45

97%

272,50

134,08

5%

RSME

MAE

MAPE
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point. The rules association from Weka were written
in InFuzzy software. Where:
2
Calculation of sample
( x ) = 69.83 m
average ...............................
The standard deviation of
(S) = 14.09
the sample...........................
Sample – maximum area
Max
93
found .................................
Sample – minimum area
Min
52.00
found .................................
Sample numbers ................ (n) = 6

Degrees of freedom ........... (n-1) = 5 (with 80%
confidence)
Percentile values for
(tc) = 1.65 (table
Student’s t-distribution…...
value)
Confidence limits were defined by the Chavenaut
criterion, according to the following model.

ð

Xmax = 80.23 m2
Xmin = 59.44 m2

Thus, the defuzzification procedure by centre
of mass shows the end process variable (Price at
1,396.94 Euro m-2)
Phase 5 - Interpretation of the precision of the
experimental model.
The result achieved for the prices assessments
has a MAPE of approximately around 5% (Table 4).
Furthermore, the experimental data obtained using
inspection engineering combined artificial intelligence
were used to test the fuzzy models. These prices were
compared using the mean absolute error (MAE),
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root-mean-square error (RMSE), and determination
coefficient (R2) of 0.99.
Moreover, the average value of the listed prices of
1,243.67 Euro m-2 is compared with the average price
of the fuzzy model of 1,396.94 Euro m-2, it is clear
that the system generated differences ranging from
10% to 12%. In the case of real estate values, this
percentage of 10% to 12% can be seen as a normal
negotiable variation of the price. The main variations
in price have significant influence of conservation of
the building involving various aspects within the field
of engineering. This is therefore, a common practice
for negotiation during a sale.
Conclusions
This research demonstrates that the heuristic
knowledge of a civil engineering experiment can be
translated into a system to estimate, with the aid of
artificial intelligence tools, the price of an apartment in
the real estate market. In this sense, the prices obtained
by the model using six properties in Vila Zelina, São
Paulo, Brazil were very close to those followed by
the sellers. Moreover, the linguistic terms obtained
in a civil engineering inspection were transformed
in indexes and included in inference equations to
obtain a conclusion. Consequently, with regard to
the linguistic rules of human behavior, this research
concludes that the use of fuzzy logic in the evaluation
of property prices is a relevant method and generates
significant results close to the market reality. Due to
the know-how of real estate brokers, the result found
in the survey seems very consistent.
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